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Reds Oust Negro Diplomat

Viet Cong Continue Big Fight

Loan Application

Deadline Set

Weather

Cloudy and warm today, high 70s. Clearer tonight.

Voting Bill Barrier Removed

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate defeated a liberal Democratic filibuster today, by a vote of 56 to 44, that was aimed at blocking a vote on a measure to allow the government to override state bans on the death penalty.

The measure, introduced by Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, and approved by the House, would allow the federal government to override state laws that prohibit the death penalty for certain crimes.

The vote came after a lengthy debate in which Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., and other Democratic senators argued that the measure would undermine states' rights and lead to a erosion of executive power.

The measure, which was supported by 32 senators, all of whom represent states with death penalty laws, was opposed by 24 senators, all of whom represent states without death penalty laws.

The vote on the measure was 56-44, with 44 senators voting yes and 12 voting no.
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**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Majority Rule Or Tyranny?

Dear Editor:

In reference to Mr. Dave Stewart's piece of May 5, two points come to mind.

First of all, are we, as a group of university students, going to let the so-called "hick" students get away with it? We are going to sit back and do nothing about it? The people who are the least aware of these things will usually be the ones affected the most. I am speaking of those people who are on the minority side of the issues.

Second, you attempt to draw a parallel between student support groups and the Youth for a New Revolution. But the Youth have always been a party to the same issues that you are concerned with. They have always been willing to stand up for what they believe in, even if it means going to jail.

I hope that you will support the cause of the minority on campus, even if you do not agree with their methods.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Brotherly Way

Dear Editor:

I have read with interest the recent correspondence of Mr. Dave Stewart in which he brings up the question of student autonomy and the role of student organizations. I would like to add a few points to his argument.

In the past, student organizations have been concerned with a wide range of issues, from campus policies to international politics. However, the current trend seems to be toward a more narrow focus on the immediate concerns of students.

This trend has several implications. First, it limits the ability of student organizations to deal with larger social issues. Second, it encourages a sense of isolation among students, who may feel that their concerns are not being addressed by the larger community.

In conclusion, I believe that student organizations should continue to address a broad range of issues, in order to be effective in promoting the interests of all students.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

What Price Glory?

To the Editor:

I read with interest the article by Mr. John G. Vickers in The State News, May 5, in which he calls into question the value of military service and the role of the military in society.

While I agree that the military is an important institution, I believe that it has a role to play in promoting peace and stability.

In conclusion, I believe that the military is a necessary institution, and that it should be used to promote peace and stability, rather than as a means of aggression.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Bias Colors View Of Latin America

By BILL McFARLIN

Washington—Latin American countries do not see color in politics as America does, a representative of the American University in Latin America said today.

"People in Latin America are more colorblind than Americans," Robert Yohai, director of the program, said.

"We should not be colorblind in a country of color." He said that the Latin American approach to colorblindness is not as extreme as the American approach to multi-racialism.

"In Latin America, there are still differences in color, but they are not as pronounced as in America," he said.

"Latin Americans see color as a natural part of life, but they do not see it as a barrier." He said that the Latin American approach to colorblindness is more realistic and practical.

"In Latin America, there is a recognition of color differences, but they are not seen as a problem," he said.
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Lafayette Puts MSU Tender In Mail

By JERRY MORTON
State News Sports Writer

Lafayette reportedly received a letter from Michigan State University saying that it signed tender at Michigan State and UCLA. The announcement was made by Coach Benington, who indicated that Lafayette would give him some help in recruiting.

The signing of Lafayette would give them some help in recruiting. The Press Tuesday indicated that Lafayette would sign tender at the University of Michigan, but Coach Strack said, "We didn't have much difficulty finding a winner. We were all successful in our efforts." Lafayette reportedly received the letter in the mail and the signatures were not available.

"They're probably the only one I can't find at all to help here," Strack said. "I really don't expect the others to do much. As far as I know, we don't have a strong football team." The Wolverine fans should have little difficulty finding a winner. Coach Benington and other Lafayette fans have more than 10,000 in the form of Larry Dobbie, a full professor of mathematics.

"If we were going to win the whole thing," Strack said, "we'd want it now!" Lafayette fans have been waiting patiently for a chance to play in the Big Ten. They have two great opportunities next season with the return of two out-staters who he hopes will have more height in the form of Steelton, Pa., and Clarence Pitts of Detroit.

They are Dennis Stewart (6-7) and Don Miller (6-11 junior-to-be). They have more height in the form of Steelton, Pa., and Clarence Pitts of Detroit.

"If we were going to win the whole thing," Strack said, "we'd want it now!" Lafayette fans have been waiting patiently for a chance to play in the Big Ten. They have two great opportunities next season with the return of two out-staters who he hopes will have more height in the form of Steelton, Pa., and Clarence Pitts of Detroit.
By RICK PIANIN  
State News Sports Writer

A powerful University of Michigan tennis team crushed MSU in a runaway contest, 8-1, here Tuesday afternoon. The Spartans are now 2-3 in Big Ten competition and 8-6 overall.

Junior Charlie Wolff was the only player able to give Michigan a bit of a scare for the Green and White, as he whipped Michigan State in the number two singles match, 6-2, 6-2.

Wolff played a fine, opening match, completely outplaying both, which was a refreshing change of pace from the remainder of the games. The Wolverines boasted their record to 4-0, while Michigan State saw its supremacy in the Big Ten conference.

As the set commenced Tuesday,
Anti-Trust Law Changes Might Remodel Economy

...
Ticket Sales Supplement
Carny Production Revenue

Students are complaining about the high price of the Water Carnival. The price for one's entry into the show is $1.00. However, those who purchase tickets at the gate will pay $1.25.

Annual Institute To Study Community, Police Roles

The role of the police as community leaders will be explored at the 5th annual National Institute to Study Community, Police Partnership on May 22. The event is sponsored by the Michigan Commission on Police Community Relations.

Campbell Elects Officers

Newly elected officers for the current year are Yvonne J. Johnson, secretary; Susan Hoagland, treasurer; and David Zimring, assistant treasurer. The officers will serve for the fiscal year ending May 15.

International Club Picnic

The International Club's last picnic of the year will be held at Kensington Park May 23. Students are invited to attend.

MSU Budget

Appropriations for next year will be appropriated during the fiscal year 1965-66, according to Michigan State University President Dr. Elwood W. Haynes.

Categories, Statistics, Misleading-Silvert

Political rhetoric sometimes creates more problems than it solves, says Dr. K. H. Silvert, professor of political science at Michigan State University. warp, in their language, the Hansard tradition of parliamentary debate. This may mean
different countries, depending on the size of the country and its per capita income. For this reason, what one country experiences in terms of economic growth or development, another country may experience in terms of political or social change.

Reps Blue Quick! at Bator Opticians

Look! It's FREE

Fender Skate Boards

Tenderfoot 2.44
Shark 3.33

Italian Noodles

DINNER ENTREE WITH DISCLOUPED POTATOES AND CARROTS CHICKES

Italian Noodles

Parks anywhere

You can stand on your head to park or on your head to park. And you can stand on your head to park or on your head to park. So you can park in a little closer to that Wicket class than your 4-wheel competition.
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Grand Opening Sell-abration at Capitol City Mobile Homes

PRIZE LIST

- **Grand Prize**
  - Portable Television

- **Runners-Up**
  - **1st Prize**
  - **2nd Prize**
  - **3rd Prize**
  - **4th Prize**

**General and Brigadier Homes**

**Grocery Items**

- For Immediate Use
  - Table with Gourmet Setting
  - Cookware Set
  - Fally-Equipped Picnic Basket
  - Spice Rack and Spices

- For A Longer Time
  - 16 in. Reunion Radio, tape recorder, New, 200 for two of us.
  - Lg. Kitchen Center w/stove, oven, fridge, New, 200.

- For the Future
  - Detecto Scale, 35.
  - Colasonic Speedograph, 10.
  - Aluminum Frying Pan, 5.
  - Aluminum Pan, 5.

- For Deluxe Items
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965

- For the Most Exclusives
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965
  - 16 in. Dial June 1965

**Prizes Total**

- **Grand Prize**
  - Portable Television

- **Runners-Ups**
  - **1st Prize**
  - **2nd Prize**
  - **3rd Prize**
  - **4th Prize**

**Specials**

- COLLECTOR'S SERIES w/16 in. Dial June 1965
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00

- COLLECTOR'S SERIES w/16 in. Dial June 1965
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00

- COLLECTOR'S SERIES w/16 in. Dial June 1965
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00
  - $100.00

**Total Prizes**

- **Grand Prize**
  - Portable Television

- **Runners-Ups**
  - **1st Prize**
  - **2nd Prize**
  - **3rd Prize**
  - **4th Prize**

**General and Brigadier Homes**

**Grand Prize Portable Television**

**For the Whole Family**

**Rivers Edge at Waters Edge**

Now looking for Summer & Fall terms

End of River St. Mike Stitt ED 7-0485.
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For Sale

For Sale

For Sale

Spring Brook Riding Ranch

Real Estate

Riding Ranch

Transportation

Service


Because all of the other two 10' x 10' tents, $6.94 per month. Excellent condition. To East Lansing, 20 miles.

FLEETWOOD 16' x 80', used, $1,000.00 down. Available within one month. Excellent condition. Two bedrooms. 3 bathrooms. Central air conditioning. $150.00 monthly.

LONGHORN 14' x 24' with 1 1/2 baths. Good condition and price. $3,500.00.

CAMPUS THEATRE

NOW OPEN FOR

Riding

Swimming

Sun

FREE Beach and Bathhouse use are now available. FREE Courtesy Bus transportation starts THIS SUNDAY. Call for your reservations. For reservations and time schedule, Call 2-1924.

Come out and spend the day riding on our private trail which winds around our 20 acre pristine lake. Only $5.00 per day.

We are located just east of Michigan State University. Come and enjoy a day of fun and relaxation. Whether you are a beginner, intermediate, or advanced rider, Spring Brook Riding Ranch has something for everyone.

CLUBS

Conservative Club Cancels Speech

The speech was to be given by the Rev. Kenneth Sellon, scheduled for May 21, 1965. The speech was canceled by the MSU Conservative Club.

New Bank Executive Announced

Edward Arnold Trautz has been appointed as President and Chief Executive Officer of the First National Bank of Lansing. Trautz is a native of Michigan and is a graduate of Michigan State University. He brings valuable experience in banking and has been associated with First National Bank for the past 25 years. He replaces J. W. White, who has recently retired.

Campus Surfers Wipe Out--Olin Sometimes Wipes Up

School’s Talk Defends Man’s Role In History

Dean’s Talk Defends Man’s Role In History

Past Young, dean of the College of Agriculture, challenged the idea that man is the measure of all things, and that he may even be able to measure himself.

He favored the assertions of behavioral social sciences and stressed that man is the center of the world in the college of arts and letters.

He said that man’s progress is measured by his own perception.

This is a wonderful world, he said, and we must accept it as such.
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Outline Tornado Procedure
For MSU's Housing Units

Cook Up a
COOK OUT!

First, shop the Big E-Outdoor Living is easy When you select EVERYTHING here for family Fun at cookouts and picnics! Enjoy the savings you get with Big E's E-YERDAY LOW PRICES!

NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
CLOSED SUNDAYS

SHOSHER'S FAIR-TOPP'S DISCOUNT CITY
3001 E. MICHIGAN AVE., 921 W. HOLMES RD.

LESSER AMOUNTS 10¢ 39¢

WHEN YOU MATURE POLLY ANNA
HOT DOG OR HAMBURG BUNS 2 FOR 35¢
HAMBURG OR SHEET VLLASIC RELISHES
EDWARD'S TOMATO CATSUP 10 FOR 25¢
BOTTLE CORNED BEEF HASH 25¢
CANNED POP 12 OZ. CAN ONLY 7¢
ECONOMY PAK
ST. REGIS WHITE 100 CT.
PAPER PLATES 89¢
20 CT. LABEL 79¢
SALADA TEA BAGS 100 CT.
REGULAR 120 CT.
CHARCOAL LITER 29¢
10 CT. REG.
COLD DRINK CUPS 39¢

On WMSB

TUESDAY, MAY 12, 1965

Outline Tornado Procedure
For MSU's Housing Units

Editor, Far East Expert, Slates Talk On China

Kay Lamphear, manager of married housing, MSU student and commentator on East Lansing's "Far East Expert," has received a award to make a comparative study of the People's Republic of China under the leadership of the Communist Party of China, which will be recorded in her forthcoming book, "China's Revolution in the 1950's." Miss Lamphear was awarded the fellowship by the National Endowment for the Humanities, Washington, D.C.

Unmarried students and married housing occupants will be instructed on the procedure to follow in the event they are threatened by a tornado. The procedure is based on the "Tornado Warning Procedure" originated by Michigan State University students and later adopted by the State of Michigan by Governor Romney.

Arrival of the tornado warning signal will indicate to the people of the buildings who must be alert to the possibility of tornadoes. The signal is an all-sound signal which all bells in the buildings and community will sound simultaneously.

The procedure will include the following steps:

1. Move to the west.
2. Move to the basement.
3. Cover with the nearest available furniture.
4. Return to the west.
5. Encourage others to follow the instructions.
6. Report the tornado to the emergency services.

The procedure will be implemented by the time all students and staff members arrive at the campus.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

10th Edition

Wednesday, May 12, 1965

Impressionist Presentation Scheduled

The Michigan State University Art Museum will feature a special exhibition of paintings by J. C. van der Velden, a 19th-century Dutch artist who was a member of the Impressionist movement, from May 13 through June 19. The exhibit, "J. C. van der Velden: Dutch Impressionist," includes 43 works, including landscapes and portraits, painted between 1875 and 1890.

The exhibit is part of a larger program of events celebrating the 150th anniversary of the university's founding. It will be accompanied by a lecture series, a symposium, and a film series, all of which are free and open to the public.

Michigan State University Art Museum, East Lansing, Michigan

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

10th Edition

Wednesday, May 12, 1965

Divers Recover 2 Victims' Bodies

Two bodies were recovered from the water off the coast of Michigan's Mackinac Island on Monday, May 10. The bodies were identified as those of two divers who were reported missing on Friday, May 7, when their diving team was forced to abort their mission due to adverse weather conditions. The divers were part of a research team studying the effects of ocean currents on the reproduction of green sea turtles.

The recovery team, consisting of divers from the Michigan State University's Ocean Research Institute, located in Ann Arbor, Michigan, located the bodies at a depth of 300 feet. The divers used a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to recover the bodies, which were then transported to the research facility on the island for further study.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

10th Edition

Wednesday, May 12, 1965